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The public lynching of George Floyd re-exposed the
rotten underbelly of America and this, together with the
disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on Black and
Brown communities, the global Black Lives Matter
protests, and the racist, xenophobic demagoguery of
Donald Trump, resurrected the old debates about
medical racism, race relations, implicit bias, vaccine
nationalism/vaccine imperialism, structural inequality,
police brutality, vaccine hesitancy, unethical human
experimentation, vaccine diplomacy, qualified immunity,
conspiracy theories, and social justice. Then in 2020 the
American Medical Association formally declared racism a
public health crisis, defined racism as a social
determinant of health, and embraced the idea of medical
schools teaching medical students about racism. Alas,
the nursing curriculum is somewhat silent on these
questions. Decolonizing the nursing curriculum, long
overdue, is therefore imperative. This book explores the
question of decolonizing the nursing curriculum from the
angles of postcolonial theory, critiquing the Western
literary canon, American history, literary criticism, African
literature, cultural criticism, Afrocentric theory,
democracy, African-American literature, and critical race
theory.
The Encyclopedia of African Cultural Heritage in North
America provides an accessible ready reference on the
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retention and continuity of African culture within the
United States. Our conceptual framework holds, first,
that culture is a form of self-knowledge and knowledge
about self in the world as transmitted from one person to
another. Second, that African people continuously create
their own cultural history as they move through time and
space. Third, that African descended people living
outside of Africa are also contributors to and participate
in the creation of African cultural history. Entries focus on
illuminating Africanisms (cultural retentions traceable to
an African origin) and cultural continuities (ongoing
practices and processes through which African culture
continues to be created and formed). Thus, the focus is
more culturally specific and less concerned with the
broader transatlantic demographic, political and
geographic issues that are the focus of similar recent
reference works. We also focus less on biographies of
individuals and political and economic ties and more on
processes and manifestations of African cultural heritage
and continuity. FEATURES: A two-volume A-to-Z work,
available in a choice of print or electronic formats 350
signed entries, each concluding with Cross-references
and Further Readings 150 figures and photos Front
matter consisting of an Introduction and a Reader’s
Guide organizing entries thematically to more easily
guide users to related entries Signed articles concluding
with cross-references
This book, appropriately titled Decolonisation,
Africanisation and the Philosophy Curriculum, signposts
and captures issues about philosophy, the philosophy
curriculum, and its decolonisation and Africanisation.
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This topic is of critical importance at present for the
discipline of philosophy, not the least because
philosophy and the current philosophical canons are
perceived to be improvised by virtue of their historical
marginalisation and exclusion of other valuable and
important philosophical traditions and perspectives. The
continued marginalisation and exclusion of one such
philosophical tradition and perspective, i.e. African
philosophy connects to issues of space contestations
and raise questions of justice. The chapters in this book
engage with all of these issues, and they also attempt to
make sense of what it will mean for philosophy and the
philosophy curriculum to be decolonised and Africanised;
how to go about achieving this task; and what the
challenges and problems are that confront efforts to
decolonise and Africanise the philosophy curriculum.
Furthermore, the contributors initiate discussions on the
value and importance of non-western philosophical
traditions and perspectives, and by so doing challenge
the dormant and triumphant narrative and hegemony of
Western philosophy, as well as the centrality accorded to
it in philosophical discourse. The chapters in this book
were originally published as articles in the South African
Journal of Philosophy.
There is a paradox about Africa: it remains a subject that
attracts considerable attention yet rarely is there a full
appreciation of its complexity. African historiography has
typically consisted of writing Africa for Europe—instead of
writing Africa for itself, as itself, from its own
perspectives. The History of Africa redresses this by
letting the perspectives of Africans themselves take
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center stage. Authoritative and comprehensive, this book
provides a wide-ranging history of Africa from earliest
prehistory to the present day—using the cultural, social,
political, and economic lenses of Africa as instruments to
illuminate the ordinary lives of Africans. The result is a
fresh survey that includes a wealth of indigenous ideas,
African concepts, and traditional outlooks that have
escaped the writing of African history in the West. The
new edition includes information on the Arab Spring, the
rise of FrancAfrica, the presence of the Chinese in
Africa, and the birth of South Sudan. The chapters go up
to the present day, addressing US President Barack
Obama's policies toward Africa. A new companion
website provides students and scholars of Africa with
access to a wealth of supporting resources for each
chapter, including images, video and audio clips, and
links to sites for further research. This straightforward,
illustrated, and factual text allows the reader to access
the major developments, personalities, and events on
the African continent. This groundbreaking survey is an
indispensable guide to African history.
"This book explores the African Atlantic world as a
productive theater or space where modernity, racialized
dominance, and racialized resistance took form. The
book examines Black Power ideology, Pan Africanism,
dilemmas facing the racialized imagination of African
world community figures, and the discipline of
Africology"-Du Bois's Dialectics is doubly distinguished from other
books on Du Bois because it is the first extended
exploration of Du Bois's contributions to new critical
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theory and the first book-length treatment of his
contributions to contemporary black radical politics and
the developing discipline of Africana Studies. With
chapters that undertake ideological critiques of
education, religion, the politics of reparations, and the
problematics of black radical politics in contemporary
culture and society, Du Bois's Dialectics employs Du
Bois as its critical theoretical point of departure and
demonstrates his (and Africana Studies') contributions
to, as well as contemporary critical theory's connections
to, critical pedagogy, sociology of religion, and
reparations theory. Rabaka offers the first critical
theoretical treatment of the W. E. B. Du Bois_Booker T.
Washington debate, which lucidly highlights Du Bois's
transition from a bourgeois black liberal to a black radical
and revolutionary democratic socialist. This book is
primarily directed at scholars, advanced undergraduate
and graduate students working in and associated with
Africana Studies, American Studies, Ethnic Studies, and
Cultural Studies.
The author has written this book entitled 'Afrocentricity'
especially for those Africans still in a confused state in
order to show them the way to peace. Further he
indicates that the book has created its own supporters
and detractors and has also been at the core of intense
debates about the de-colonizing of the African mind, the
dismantling of America, and the destabilizing of the
Eurocentric hegemony. This book is not meant to be
unread, un-remarked upon, or unheard. Afrocentrists
have multiplied in the theaters, universities, unions,
political organizations, schools, and corporations. The
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challenge to the white racial hierarchy has been intense
and severe; there can be no hiding from the agency of
awakened Africans. In the next few decades it is
anticipated that a mighty revolution of values, symbols,
and actions might bring about a more equitable society.
This revolution for justice and liberty shall be led by the
aroused black nation committed to a world of peace.
Conversations in Philosophy: Crossing the Boundaries
consists of essays that revolve around the question of
the nature and meaning of philosophy, even as it
demonstrates philosophy’s significance and relevance
to some fundamental human problems and issues. The
essays present diverse views of what philosophy might
be and might aspire to be, with contributors being
influenced by a wide range of philosophical approaches
and traditions. The conversations also cut across
disciplinary boundaries to interrogate and utilize ideas
taken from ethics, epistemology, metaphysics, literary
studies, cultural studies, and the sociology of science.
Traversing regional boundaries, the essays show
philosophical analysis at work in exploring some issues
pertinent to African, Caribbean, European and American
experiences, even while not ignoring Asian traditions.
The collection presents interesting and intriguing views
on how philosophical inquiry can illuminate various
pressing problems: development, conflict, the
discriminating preservation of worthwhile traditions, and
the prevalence of apathy. It also reflects the vitality and
multifaceted nature of philosophical discourse in
grappling with live issues. Conversations in Philosophy is
a comprehensive, balanced, and unique anthology of
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readings capturing the diversity of philosophical
investigation.
Asante's spirited engagement with culture warriors, neocons,
and postmodernists updates this classic.
This handbook investigates the current state and future
possibilities of African Philosophy, as a discipline and as a
practice, vis-à-vis the challenge of African development and
Africa’s place in a globalized, neoliberal capitalist economy.
The volume offers a comprehensive survey of the
philosophical enterprise in Africa, especially with reference to
current discourses, arguments and new issues—feminism and
gender, terrorism and fundamentalism, sexuality,
development, identity, pedagogy and multidisciplinarity,
etc.—that are significant for understanding how Africa can
resume its arrested march towards decolonization and
liberation.
This book provides an original treatment of the concept of
good and beauty in ancient Egypt. It seeks to examine the
dimensions of nefer, the term used to describe the good and
the beautiful, within the context of ordinary life. Because the
book is based upon original research on ancient Egypt it
opens up space for a review of the aesthetics of other African
societies in the Nile Valley. Thus, it serves as a heuristic for
further research and scholarship.
Narrating the realities of teacher burnout, the reception of a
Black intelligentsia, and HIV awareness in local communities,
Black Americans in Higher Education, the eighth volume of
Africana Studies, explores higher education across the United
States as inextricably related to contemporary issues facing
African Americans. Featuring the work of Terrell M. Thomas,
Gwendolyn D. Alfred, Kevin B. Thompson, Jasmine Williams,
TaNeisha R. Page, Drew D. Brown, Grace A. Loudd, Derek
Wilson, DaVonte Lyons, Jacqueline Gerard, Tanisha
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Stanford, Lanetta Dickens, Brittany C. Slatton, and James L.
Conyers, Jr., this collection presents a deeper, cross-cultural
understanding of higher education that conveys the many
ways its intersections can promote the agency of Black
Americans.
There is no term so heavily contested in social science
literature/nomenclature than ‘Development’. This book
brings Indigenous perspectives to African develop¬ment. It is
argued that contrary to development as we know it not
working, a greater part of the problem is that conventional
development approaches that work have in fact not truly been
followed to the letter and hence the quagmire. All this is ironic
since everything we do about our world is development. So,
how come there is “difficult knowledge” when it comes to
learning from what we know, i.e., what local peoples do and
have done for centuries as a starting point to recon¬structing
and reframing ‘development’? In getting our heads around
this paradox, we are tempted to ask more questions. How do
we as African scholars and research¬ers begin to develop
“home-grown solutions” to our problems? How do we
pioneer new analytical systems for understanding our
communities and offer a pathway to genuine African
development, i.e., Indigenist African development? (see also
Yankah, 2004). How do we speak of Indigenist development
mindful of global developments and entanglements around
us? Can we afford to pursue development still mired in a
“catch up” scenario? Are we in a race with the development
world and where do we see this race ending or where do we
define as the ‘finishing line’? A Publication of the Centre for
School and Community Science and Technology Studies
[SACOST], University of Education, Winneba, Ghana
These volumes convey what daily life is like in the Middle
East, Asia and Africa. Entries will aid readers in
understanding the importance of cultural sociology, to
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appreciate the effects of cultural forces around the world.
In this ground-breaking book, Stephen C. Ferguson
addresses a seminal question that is too-often ignored: What
should be the philosophical basis for African American
studies? The volume explores philosophical issues and
problems in their relationship to Black studies. Ferguson
shows that philosophy is not a sterile intellectual pursuit, but a
critical tool to gathering knowledge about the Black
experience. Cultural idealism in various forms has become
enormously influential as a framework for Black studies.
Ferguson takes on the task of demonstrating how a Marxist
philosophical perspective offers a productive and fruitful way
of overcoming the limitations of idealism. Focusing on the
hugely popular Afrocentric school of thought, this book’s
engaging discussion shows that the foundational arguments
of cultural idealism are based on a series of analytical and
historical misapprehensions. In turn, Ferguson argues for the
centrality of the Black working class—both men and women—to
Black Studies.
This collection of accessible essays relates the stories of
individual goddesses from around the world, exploring their
roles in the cultures from which they came, their histories and
status today, and the controversies surrounding them. * 63
essays cover more than 100 goddesses and goddess-like
figures from world culture, with volumes organized by
geographic area * Many original translations of prayers,
sagas, and other sources not otherwise readily available in
English * 60 illustrations include ethnographic photographs,
depictions of ancient artifacts, and original artwork * An
extensive list of bibliography of sources about the figure and
culture discussed accompanies each essay

Maatian Ethics in a Communication Context explores
the ethical principle of Maat: the guiding principle of
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harmony and order that permeated classical African
political and civil life. The book provides a rigorous,
communication-focused account of the ethical
wisdom ancient Africans cultivated and is evidenced
in the form of recovered written texts, mythology,
stelae, prescriptions for just speech, and the
hieroglyphic system of writing itself. Moving beyond
colonial stereotypes of ancient Africans, the book
offers insight into the African value systems that
positioned humans as inextricably embedded in
nature, and communication theory that anchors good
communication in careful listening habits as the
foundational moral virtue. Expanding on the work of
Maulana Karenga, Molefi Kete Asante and other
groundbreaking scholars, the book presents a
picture of civilizations with a shared lust for life, a
spiritual connection to scientific speech, and the
veneration of ancestors as deeply connected to the
pursuit of wisdom. Offering an examination of Maat
from a specifically communication ethics
perspective, this book will be of great interest to
scholars and students of Communication Ethics,
African philosophy, Rhetorical theory, Africana
Studies and Ancient History.
In light of a new wave of cultural mobility, how must
educational leaders respond to the challenges of
internationalising their curricula and accommodating
diversity? This timely project bridges a gap in the
field of educational administration by showcasing the
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development of curricular internationalisation across
several countries.
New Perspectives on African-Centred Education in
Canada is the first study of African-centred schooling
in the Canadian context. Starting with an in-depth
look at the creation of an Africentric public school
within the Toronto District School Board, it tells the
story of the movement behind that school's creation
and lays bare a rich history of activism, organization,
and resistance on the part of numerous African
Canadian communities and their allies. The book
presents a critical overview of the issues facing
racialized students and offers a unique vision of
African-centred education as a strategy for student
engagement and social transformation. The authors,
well known public commentators on African-centred
education in Canada, offer a comprehensive
analysis of the media controversy surrounding
African-centred schools, as well as candid reflections
on the personal challenges of fighting a largely
unpopular battle.
This book presents the first introduction to African
American academic philosophers, exploring their
concepts and ideas and revealing the critical part
they have played in the formation of philosophy in
the USA. The book begins with the early years of
educational attainment by African American
philosophers in the 1860s. To demonstrate the
impact of their philosophical work on general
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problems in the discipline, chapters are broken down
into four major areas of study: Axiology, Social
Science, Philosophy of Religion and Philosophy of
Science. Providing personal narratives on individual
philosophers and examining the work of figures such
as H. T. Johnson, William D. Johnson, Joyce
Mitchell Cooke, Adrian Piper, William R. Jones, Roy
D. Morrison, Eugene C. Holmes, and William A.
Banner, the book challenges the myth that
philosophy is exclusively a white academic
discipline. Packed with examples of struggles and
triumphs, this engaging introduction is a muchneeded approach to studying philosophy today.
Clinical Trials and the African Person offers an
account of the African notion of the self/person within
the clinical trials context. As opposed to autonomybased principlism, this other-regarding/communalist
perspective is touted as the preferred alternative
model particularly in multicultural settings.
A Short History of African Philosophy discusses
major ideas, figures, and schools of thought in
philosophy in the African context. While drawing out
critical issues in the formation of African philosophy,
Barry Hallen focuses on recent scholarship and
relevant debates that have made African philosophy
critical to understanding the rich and complex
cultural heritage of the continent. This revised edition
expands the historical perspective, takes account of
recent discoveries and new canonical figures,
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highlights new discussions about gender as a
cultural and philosophical phenomenon, clarifies
issues regarding indigenous cultures and human
rights, and builds on the notion that African
philosophy shares methods and concerns of
philosophy worldwide. This short reference is an
essential resource for students, scholars, and
general readers.
Debating the development of civilization in Egypt and
Greece, this collection of essays explores European
misconceptions of African history. Featuring
contributions from some of the top scholars in
African American studies, this book analyzes the
inconsistencies erupting from academic and
Eurocentric reports on ancient culture. It explores
such questions as If the pyramids were built in 2800
B.C. and Greek civilization began around 700 B.C.,
how could the Greeks have contributed or taught
Africans math and science? and If the Greeks built
pyramids in Egypt, why did they not build a few in
Greece?
THIS BOOK IS DEDICATED TO ALL MEN AND
WOMEN WHO THINK; IN SEASON, OUT OF
SEASON AND WHEN THERE ARE NO SEASONS.
THEY THINK. This book is a compilation of thoughts
and philosophies that have crept to my mind in my
midnight hours. Some I have lived, others I barely
fathom. WHY THEY COME TO ME, I CANNOT
EXPLAIN - PERHAPS BECAUSE I SIT AT THE
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PILLARS OF MY MIND DAILY TO OPEN ITS
GATES TO REASON. **********************************
********************************************** Proverbs,
wise sayings, Afrocentrism, everyday wisdom,
everyday philosophies, African Philosophy, Africa
Rising, Critical Thinking, African Mentality, Christian
Philosophy, Pythagoras, Confucius, Heracleitus,
Parmenides, Zeno of Elea, Socrates, Democritus,
Plato, Aristotle, Mencius, Zhuangzi, Pyrrhon of Elis,
Epicurus, Zeno of Citium, Philo Judaeus, Epictetus,
Marcus Aurelius, Nagarjuna, Plotinus, Sextus
Empiricus, Saint Augustine, Hypatia, Anicius
Manlius, Severinus, Boethius, Avicenna, Ibn Gabirol,
Saint Anselm of Canterbury, Peter Abelard, Zhu Xi,
Moses Maimonides, The Philosophy Book, Will
Buckingham, Douglas Burnham, Philosophy, 100
Essential Thinkers, The Ideas That Have Shaped
Our World, Philip Stokes, The Universe Doesn't Give
a Flying Fuck About You, Johnny Truant, Philosophy
101, From Plato and Socrates to Ethics and
Metaphysics, an Essential Primer on the History of
Thought, Paul Kleinman, An Introduction to
Philosophy, by George Stuart Fullerton, Beyond
Good and Evil, Friedrich Nietzsche, The Story of
Philosophy, The Lives and Opinions of the World's
Greatest, Will Durant, The History of Western
Philosophy, Bertrand Russell, Plato and a Platypus
Walk into a Bar - Understanding Philosophy Through
Jokes, Thomas Cathcart and Daniel Klein,
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Philosophy for Life and Other Dangerous Situations,
Ancient Philosophy for Modern Problems Paperback,
Jules Evans, Philosophy David Papineau,
Philosophy, A Very Short Introduction Paperback,
Edward Craig, A Short History of Nearly Everything,
Bill Bryson, Meditations - Marcus Aurelius, The
Problems of Philosophy, Bertrand Russell, This I
Believe, The Personal Philosophies of Remarkable
Men and Women - Jay Allison, Dan Gediman, The
Art of War - Sun Tzu, Philosophy For Dummies Tom Morris, The Republic - Plato, African
Philosophy, The Pharaonic Period - Theophile
Obenga, African Religions & Philosophy - John S.
Mbiti, The Egyptian Philosophers, Ancient African
Voices from Imhotep to Akhenaten - Molefi Kente
Asante, Message to the People, The Course of
African Philosophy - Marcus Garvey, African Friends
and Money Matters, Observations from Africa David E. Maranz, Selected Writings and Speeches
of Marcus Garvey - Bob Blaisdell
In a major challenge to African philosophy, this book
demonstrates the importance of the universalisation question
for every committed African philosopher. Rooted in Africa’s
colonial legacy, the universalisation question challenges the
African thinker to show how authentically African
philosophical concepts and phenomena can be universally
applicable in a globalising world. In this highly original book,
the author inserts the philosophy of consolationism into
African philosophical discourse, constructing a unique
philosophical system that is at once African and universally
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relevant. The book engages major African and Western
philosophers of diverse ideological leanings in a compelling
dialogue that announces the future of world philosophy as
one of interculturality, in which a common philosophical
horizon is forged out of the cultural diversities of the world for
the edification of humanity in a continually changing world.
This book will be an important read for researchers in the
fields of African Studies, intercultural philosophy, philosophy
of mind, and existentialism.
Maat is the moral ideal of ancient Egypt whose texts contain
information on Egypt's moral standards, its concepts of right
from wrong, codes of behaviour and obligations. Written by a
teacher of the tradition of Maat, this study is the `first
philosophical book that is based on a philologically and
historically critical treatment of first-hand Egyptian material'.
Focusing on the Maatian ideal rather than moral practices,
Karenga discusses what Maat is and its place within the
genre of philosophical ethics and morality, asking what it can
contribute to modern African culture and values. Extracts are
transcribed and translated into English.
This book provides an excellent orientation to, and a logical
development of, the major trends and issues that have
dominated discussions in African philosophy since the
publication of Placide Tempels' Bantu Philosophy in 1945.
Views of some of the best-known African philosophers, such
as Kwasi Wiredu, Paulin Hountondji, H. Odera Oruka, Peter
Bodunrin, and D. A. Masolo are discussed in detail. The text
takes into account, in the form of quotations or referencing,
the views of several other philosophers who have had
something to say about African philosophy. This book
facilitates an excellent orientation on African philosophy at the
undergraduate level. Those pursuing African philosophy at
the graduate level will find the text refreshingly novel.
Divided into eight sections, each with introductory essays, the
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selections offer rich and detailed insights into a diverse
multinational philosophical landscape. Revealed in this
pathbreaking work is the way in which traditional
philosophical issues related to ethics, metaphysics, and
epistemology, for instance, take on specific forms in Africa's
postcolonial struggles. Much of its moral, political, and social
philosophy is concerned with the turbulent processes of
embracing modern identities while protecting ancient cultures.
The Egyptian PhilosophersAncient African Voices from
Imhotep to AkhenatenAfrican Amer Images
The eminent scholar Lewis R. Gordon offers a probing
meditation on freedom, justice, and decolonization. What is
there to be understood and done when it is evident that the
search for justice, which dominates social and political
philosophy of the North, is an insufficient approach for the
achievements of dignity, freedom, liberation, and revolution?
Gordon takes the reader on a journey as he interrogates a
trail from colonized philosophy to re-imagining liberation and
revolution to critical challenges raised by Afropessimism,
theodicy, and looming catastrophe. He offers not forecast and
foreclosure but instead an urgent call for dignifying and
urgent acts of political commitment. Such movements take
the form of examining what philosophy means in Africana
philosophy, liberation in decolonial thought, and the
decolonization of justice and normative life. Gordon issues a
critique of the obstacles to cultivating emancipatory politics,
challenging reductionist forms of thought that proffer harm
and suffering as conditions of political appearance and the
valorization of nonhuman being. He asserts instead
emancipatory considerations for occluded forms of life and
the irreplaceability of existence in the face of catastrophe and
ruin, and he concludes, through a discussion with the
Circassian philosopher and decolonial theorist, Madina
Tlostanova, with the project of shifting the geography of
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reason.
This book analyses African foundations of gender, education,
politics, democracy and institutional development by
stimulating theoretical discourses. It offers a discursive
framework on ways to examine the conceptualizations of
African social development and a critical discourse on
debunking the misconceptions that are attached to African
location in the global arena. The volume challenges the
danger of minimizing and oversimplifying the role of Africa in
the international space. This will be ideal for researchers,
students and scholars in the areas of African and gender
studies, development, politics and education.
Focusing on individual political thinkers and beginning with
indigenous African political thought, the book successively
examines African nationalism, African socialism, populism
and Marxism, Africanism and pan-Africanism, concluding with
contemporary perspectives on democracy, development and
the African state.
Traditional Eurocentric thought assumes that Greece was the
origin of civilization. This book dispels this and other myths by
showing that there is a body of knowledge that preceded
Greek philosophy. The author documents how the great
pyramids were built in 2800 B.C., 2,100 years before Greek
civilization. The popular myth of Hippocrates being the father
of medicine is dispelled by the fact that Hippocrates studied
the works of Imhotep, the true father of medicine, and
mentioned his name in his Hippocratic oath. Eleven famous
African scholars who preceded Greek philosophers are
profiled: Ptahhotep, Kagemni, Duauf, Amenhotep,
Amenemope, Imhotep, Amenemhat, Merikare, Sehotepibre,
Khunanup, and Akhenaten. These scholars' ideas on a
variety of topics are discussed, including the emergence of
science and reason, the moral order, books and education,
and the clash of classes.
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For centuries the world has been misled about the original
source of the Arts and Sciences; for centuries Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle have been falsely idolized as models of
intellectual greatness; and for centuries the African continent
has been called the Dark Continent, because Europe coveted
the honor of transmitting to the world, the Arts and Sciences.
It is indeed surprising how, for centuries, the Greeks have
been praised by the Western World for intellectual
accomplishments which belong without a doubt to the
Egyptians or the peoples of North Africa.
Steve Biko argued that ‘the most potent weapon in the hands
of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed’. Hlumelo Biko
unpacks this in its practical import and shows how changing
the situation can transform Africa.
A historical rationale and the proper translations and usage of
African names from the four comers of the continent
As I Run Toward Africa is Molefi Kete Asante's memoir of his
extraordinary life. He takes the reader on a journey from the
American South to the homes of kings in Africa. Born into a
family of 16 children living in a two bedroom shack, Asante
rose to become director of UCLA's Centre for Afro American
Studies, editor of the Journal of Black Studies and university
professor by the age of 30. The government of Ghana
designated Asante as a traditional king in 1996. Asante
recounts his meetings with personalities such as Wole
Soyinka, Cornel West and others. This is an uplifting real-life
story about hope and empowerment.
Facing South to Africa is a bold synthesis of the ideas that
have made Afrocentric theorists the leading voices of the
African renaissance. Written from the vantage point of the
philosophical and political discourse that emerged over the
past twenty-five years, this is a highly readable and
accessible introduction to African social and cultural criticism.
Molefi Kete Asante engages in the practice of critical thinking
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by raising fundamental questions about how Africans view
themselves and the world. Tackling the themes of culture,
education, social sciences, the university, politics, African
unity, and the prospects for peace in Africa, Facing South to
Africa is a fresh, daring, and popularizing synthesis of the
best critical thought on the issues of modern knowledge.
Asante’s plan is to reorient our thinking on Africa by asking
questions of Africa and Africans rather than imposing
preconceived, external ideas on African issues.
The once acrimonious debate on the existence of African
philosophy has come of age, yet the need to cultivate a
culture of belonging is more demanding now than ever before
in many African societies. The gargantuan indelible energised
chicanery waves of neo-colonialism and globalisation and
their sweeping effect on Africa demand more concerted
action and solutions than cul-de-sac discourses and magical
realism. It is in view of this realisation that this book was born.
This is a vital text for understanding contextual historical
trends in the development of African philosophic ideas on the
continent and how Africans could possibly navigate the
turbulent catadromous waters, tangled webs and chasms of
destruction, and chagrin of struggles that have engrossed
Africa since the dawn of slavery and colonial projects on the
continent. The book aims to generate more insights and
influence national, continental, and global debates in the field
of philosophy. It is accessible and handy to a wider range of
readers, ranging from educators and students of African
philosophy, anthropology, African studies, cultural studies,
and all those concerned with the further development of
African philosophy and thought systems on the African
continent.
Collects almost five hundred entries that cover the African
response to spirituality, taboos, ethics, sacred space, and
objects.
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